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Overview 
by David Stout 

The pandemic has brought us into a new reality. While

many of us did not think that we would still be largely

working from home, we must accept this new normal until

we can safely return to any semblance of what used to be.

My staff and I have continued to work throughout, not

skipping a beat. I would actually venture to say that we are

busier now, and have had more virtual meetings, phone

calls, and policy work than we normally did before the

pandemic. 

We send you and your loved ones warm greetings and

hopes of continued safety and health. Please accept this

newsletter as a comprehensive report and update about

what our office has been up to these past six months (two

quarters), during the pandemic. And as always, should you

need anything, please do not hesitate to contact our office

at (915) 546-2111. 

COVID-19 

UPDATE



Fiscal Year 2020-2021 County Budget 
and Tax Rate 
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covered by the Sheriff’s

Collective Bargaining

Agreement. The only others

who received increases were

the constables, who have no

CBA.  Law enforcement does

critically important work for

our community, but I do not

believe it is fair for them to

receive this increase while all

other employees are asked to

buckle down and share the

burden. Their salary increases

will cost the county a little

more than $2 million, and

the constable increases will

cost

a little more than $500,000.

Funding that could be used

to leave us better prepared

for next year, which may be

an even harder year

financially.

Unfortunately, my calls to re-

evaluate the Collective

Bargaining Agreement (CBA)

in light of this financial

situation went unanswered.

I’m firmly against actions that

prioritize law enforcement

above other County

employees, and I think that’s

exactly what happened with

this year’s budget.

Additionally, I was

disheartened that the

Commissioners Court did not

prioritize the Crisis

Intervention Team for the

Sheriff’s Office. As an

Emergence Health Network

board member, I was a

strong proponent for the

partnership that lead to this

program being implemented

with the El Paso Police

Department, which paired

officers with trained mental

health professionals. The

Sheriff brought forth a

proposal to fully fund this

program, but the court only

authorized $300,000 in seed

money to start the program.

This was an area where we

could have redirected the $2

million that went to

Collective Bargaining

Agreement raises. 

Furthermore, the court’s

inaction in funding

important, community-

oriented programs such as

Project Arriba, while

prioritizing law enforcement

salaries, forced me to vote 

The Fiscal Year 2020-21 (FY21)

budget was the subject of a

full week of budget hearings

in August, and it was

wrapped up and adopted on

September 14, 2020. I will

outline what was included in

the budget, but I want

to communicate to you that I

voted against the budget

and against the tax rate.

One of the main reasons I

voted against the budget

was because I do not believe

there was equity for all

county employees and I

voted against the tax rate

because, although the tax

rate stayed the same,

because property

values increased, El Pasoans

will pay more in taxes.  Thus,

the court effectively raised

your taxes.

As you know, this year has

been very difficult and the

budget has been a topic of

consternation. COVID-19 has

had a significant impact

on the County’s revenues,

including fees collected by

the County for various

services such as vehicle

registration, court-assigned

fees, as well as sales tax,

among others.  These

projected revenue losses

amounted to about $13.4

million. Given that figure, in

March and April,

Commissioners Court asked

all County departments to

cut their budgets for the

end of the current fiscal year,

and we instructed all

departments that this

would be a “hold-the-line”

year, meaning no new

positions, no wage

adjustments, no salary

increases. This was done in

an effort to ensure the

County’s fiscal solvency and

preserve all County employee

positions, now and into

future fiscal

years, as we anticipate the

ramifications of COVID-19 to

linger for months and years

to come.  

However, there were

employees who received

wage adjustments and salary

increases. Some of them are   
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Fiscal Year 2020-2021 County Budget
and Tax Rate cont. 
against the 2020-21 budget.

Fundamentally, as we live through this

crisis, I believe we should be spending

more on programs that help people

advance socioeconomically, like

Project Arriba. 

Many of the programs my office has

championed and pushed are

on hold including the Binational

Affairs position and the Cross Border

Survey have been put on hold.

Thankfully, however, we were able to

preserve and push the Digital Library

and the Immigrant Services

Coordinator position, which will

eventually grow into creating the

County’s very own Office of New

Americans, a one-stop shop to help

immigrants learn about their rights,

seek services, and even grow their

small businesses. 

The budget includes a $1.5 million

storm water mitigation commitment

$1.25 economic development impact, 
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 fund build (which will be more

important than ever as we overcome

COVID-19), $1 million for grant

matches,

another $1 million for the August 3rd

mass shooting contingency,

$800,000 for rural transit, $314,000 for

enhanced magistration (helping to

ensure that only those who need to

be in jail are), $300,000 for the digital

library referenced above, $1.9 million

for the Fabens Airport renovations,

$250,000 for our event/venue

feasibility study, $4.2 million for road

paving and maintenance, $4 million

for mobility projects, $8.3 million for

capital equipment (includes $3.8

million for ongoing equipment

replacement), $8 million for

downtown annex renovation, and $1.6

million for employee health and

retirement. 

As I expressed to staff before I took my

respective votes against the budget

and against the tax rate, my 

opposition  is not tied to the

incredible work our County team has

done throughout the pandemic. I am

incredibly proud to be part of the

County family, and I’m proud of the

work our Chief Administrator and her

team do day in and day out.

Fundamentally, I simply

could not support the priorities the

court established demonstrating a

clear preference for law enforcement

over other County employees and over

programs that I think the residents of

El Paso County deserve now more

than ever (nearly $3 million to law

enforcement instead of a Crisis

Intervention Team or social

services to help the neediest of El

Pasoans during this unprecedented

time). With respect to the tax rate, I

truly felt that even if the money folks

could have saved might not have

been incredibly significant, it would

have been something, especially as

we live through these economically

difficult times. We’re all in this

together, and I will continue to work

and fight for my all of neighbors and

all county employees.



We also set the tax rate for

University Medical Center (the

County Hospital District). The

rate stayed the same as last

year’s rate.  However, it is

important to note that while

the tax rate is the same,

revenue will increase and

people will be charged more

because of increased property

value assessments. The

average increase will be

relatively small, a few dollars,

but I am well aware that any

increase during

this time of economic

uncertainty is difficult to force

on taxpayers. 

I did vote in favor of this tax

rate because years ago, when I

voted to save El Paso

Children’s Hospital, we

authorized the use of cash on

hand, depleting UMC’s cash

levels. I felt that this year we 
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University Medical Center
Budget and Tax Rate 
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had a chance to make up that

budgetary shift and help

increase the credit rating for

the hospital district – which

actually did improve after the

budget and tax rate were

adopted. 

Regarding UMC’s budget, it is

important to note that they

are delaying a neighborhood

clinic in my precinct that was

promised to voters before I

came into office to buy a

micro-hospital to help during

these COVID times. It was

hard for me to accept that

decision because it meant

breaking a

previous commissioners

court’s promise to my

constituents, so I voted against

the micro-hospital purchase.

However, as I expressed above,

given the help UMC lent

Children’s, I felt that the  

additional revenue this year

would lead towards

replenishing the cash and

improving the credit rating,

helping the district if and

when it chooses to go out for

bond to improve

infrastructure and increase

services. 

I would like to add that I am

incredibly proud of UMC’s care

for ALL of their employees.

While this year was difficult for

accommodating wages so

that minimum wage gets to

$15 an hour, UMC’s

commitment to making

incremental changes has

been positive. That and the

constant reassurance from

their union representatives

that hospital administration

always listens and is willing to

help is something that I am

very proud of.
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One important tool we have

had to address and mitigate

COVID-19’s effects on our

community came from

Congress by way of the

Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and

Economic Security (CARES)

Act. The County of El Paso

received $27,484,280.40 in

CARES Act funding. As of

October 26, 2020, we have

expended $10,718,195.21 of

these funds and committed

$10,009,245.50. After we

received the funds, we

established a rough budget to

govern their use. We allocated

$750,000 for elections, nearly

$4 million for smaller

municipalities, $500,000 for

the Food Bank, $1 million for

homelessness, $1.5 million for

financial assistance, nearly $7

million for medical, personal

protective equipment, and

sanitation, $1 million for school

connectivity, $1 million for

technology, $1.9 million for

economic impact mitigation

to help small businesses,

$200,000 for testing, $3.9

million for operating expenses,

and $343,000 for equipment.

We also set aside $4 million for

a second wave/reserve. 

When we received CARES Act

funding, I met with various

groups around town and we

advocated to take $2 million

of our CARES funding to

help the neediest El Pasoans,

folks left out of the cash

payout stimulus contained in

the CARES Act. Unfortunately, 
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CARES Act Funding 
my colleagues opposed

helping these people, out of

fear that the federal

government might not believe

it complies with

Treasury Department

regulations. I then advocated

that we use our Emergency

Reserves to cover this

assistance. My colleagues also

opposed this course of

action, even though our

reserve increased by $6 million

from last fiscal year

when the new budget was

adopted. Ultimately the court

agreed to use $1 million of

CARES Act funding for rental

assistance and to help the

Food Bank. I disagreed with

the funding for the Food Bank,

not because I believe their

work is not helpful, but

because I think the County

should invest in long-term

solutions such as

Supplemental Nutrition

Assistance Program (SNAP)

enrollment, which draws

federal funding to our

community directly and

affords people the

opportunity to do their own

grocery shopping. 

On September 21, 2020, the

court approved $35,000 of

CARES funding to study the

“SNAP Gap” so that we can be

better positioned to help our

neediest populations

overcome food insecurity. I

have advocated for investment

in addressing the SNAP Gap,

and I was glad the court

agreed to take this

incredible process on. I was

also a strong proponent of

using CARES Act funding

to help businesses pivot to

medical device

manufacturing, for small

business assistance to

eliminate the technology gap

through Workforce Solutions

and money for businesses in

the county with PPE needs, as

well connecting with our local

schools to address broadband

access and funding. 

As you can see, this funding

has been put to good use. We

are doing our best to help our

community, and I am grateful

for all of the hard work our

staff and our community have

put into ensuring that we do

good work for the people of El

Paso County. 
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Ascarate continues to look

incredible. Every time I have

the chance to visit, I notice

improvement, and that is a

genuine joy for me. We

observed the first

anniversary of the August 3

shooting and had a small,

socially distant, and safe

ceremony at the park to

mark the groundbreaking

of the memorial that the

County Judge’s office has

spearheaded. I am anxious

to see the result and to join

you all in reflecting and

remembering the lives that

were lost always

remembering that the love

that exists in this

community is stronger than

the hate that attacked us. 

During these COVID times,

my office has heard from a

lot of you. We know that

the golf course is a space

you all enjoy and use to 
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Ascarate Park Update 
exercise and get fresh air.

Earlier in the pandemic, we

followed the Public Health

directive stating that tee

times had to be in 45-

minute intervals. When the

order changed, the park

adapted to 15-minute

intervals. I know that there

is a call to lower the

intervals again to 10

minutes, and park staff is

working with Public Health

to implement this in the

safest manner possible. I

commend County staff for

all of their work on this.  It

has not been easy. We also

thank you, our neighbors

and users and patrons of

the park and golf course for

your patience and

commitment to the course

and the park.

 

One thing you may notice is

that there are fewer ducks

and domestic

 animals around the park.

We coordinated with an

entity recognized by Texas

Parks and Wildlife to collect

these domestic animals.

Ascarate Park is not the

proper home for animals

that were bred to be pets.

These animals do not have

the natural instincts and

capabilities to survive

independently. As such, we

did the humane thing and

collected them and placed

them in a home more

suitable for their nature and

needs. 

There is currently a Parks

Master Plan survey

underway. You can find

more information online at

www.elpasocountyparks.
com. You can tour the

virtual meeting room and

give your feedback as it

pertains to Ascarate and all

County parks. We want all

kinds of feedback for this.

We want to hear from

residents, business owners,

property owners, and

anyone who uses our parks.

The master plan will

identify community

preferences for parks,

recreational facilities, and

recreation programming,

providing a road map of

County parks for up to 10

years.



2020 Census 
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Before the pandemic even

began, I had been in close

communication with Ms. Lisa

Wise, the County’s Elections

Administrator. My office and I

have long advocated for vote

centers, which, after approval

from the Texas Secretary of

State, will be in place for the

November General Election.

Every polling site, every precinct

across the county will operate as

a vote center, meaning people

can vote at any polling site,

regardless of whether it is their

assigned location. Much like

early voting, where you can

vote at any select site regardless

of geographic location, vote

centers enable El Pasoans to

vote at which ever site is most

convenient for them. That,

coupled with extended hours at

various early voting locations

and expanded express curbside

voting option, further illustrates

that our Elections Department

is doing everything possible to

ensure El Pasoans can vote. 

Election Day is November 3rd,
2020, and early voting
continues through October
30. 

As was mentioned previously in

the CARES section of this

newsletter, the County allocated

$750,000 for the Elections

Department. This funding was

used for mail-in ballots, personal

protective equipment, and

additional staff at polling

locations solely dedicated to

keeping the facility

clean, as well as other materials

and to ensure we have a safe

and successful general election. 
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Voting during COVID-19
There are 35 Early Voting

locations, including locations

that offer Saturday and Sunday

hours of both weekends (from

12:00 pm to 5:00 pm). Ten

locations will be open until

10:00 pm the last week of Early

Voting (October 26-30).  These

sites are Arlington Park Shelter,

Bassett Place, El Paso County

Coliseum, El Paso County

Eastside Annex, El Paso County

Northwest Annex, Marty

Robbins Rec Center, Officer

David Ortiz Rec Center, Oz Glaze

Senior Center, Pebble Hills High

School, and Sunland Park Mall.

Arlington Park, Basset Place, the

Coliseum, Marty Robbins, David

Ortiz, Oz Glaze, and Sunland

Park Mall will also have

dedicated staff facilitating

express curbside voting. 

Finally, if folks would like to drop

off their mail-in ballots, they can

do so at the El Paso County

Courthouse on San Antonio

Street in Downtown. Elections

staff will be on hand and ready

to accept ballots. The

ballot MUST be returned by the

person casting the vote in the

envelope provided with their

ballot by mail and they MUST

produce a valid form of

identification. Lastly, folks can

call (915) 834-8222 to confirm

that the Elections Department

has received their ballot by mail.

I am so proud of all Ms. Wise

and her team are doing to make

this election safe, successful and

easy. I am, as always, honored

and happy to support any

efforts that facilitate the

democratic process in El Paso

County.
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While my physical office has

been closed since March 23,

2020, we have worked remotely,

working to ensure the people of

Precinct 2 and across the county

are represented and heard as

we live through this pandemic.

Though our work life has shifted

as a result of the global health

crisis, I remain committed to the

same topics that I have been

passionate about since I was

first elected. I remain focused

on ensuring fiscal responsibility

in light of an economic crisis,

pursuing constant improvement

in public safety, and being

responsive to public health

needs, including both mental

and physical. 

Through that we still

accomplish and manage day-

to-day work as

we would if we were in the

office. I still attend

Commissioners Court meetings,

Emergence Health Network

board meetings, Project BRAVO

board meetings, NAMI Texas

board meetings, as well as

meetings of the Conference of

Urban Counties, Texas

Association of Counties and

National Association of

Counties. 

I have been a strong proponent

of releasing more cluster data,

enhancing and increasing

testing, advocating for spending

CARES Act  funding and other

County tax dollars to help our

community both by helping

individuals and families in need

as well as  
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Our Office COVID-19 Update
small businesses who need a

hand to keep their doors open.

My staff and I have been

involved a great deal in

addressing homelessness,

supporting immigrants and

tackling food insecurity, all of

which have taken on a new light

since March. The pandemic has

uncovered inequities and issues

in

systems that were barely

surviving and has shown us

what happens  when a crisis hits

and needs exceed capacity to

serve. 

I attend weekly meetings with

the County Judge, Catholic

Bishop, and officials from CBP

and ICE; weekly meetings with

the homeless community;

and biweekly meetings with the

food security task force. My

monthly meetings with the CEO

of UMC have continued as well

as my meetings with the CEO of

El Paso Children’s Hospital.

Earlier in the pandemic my staff

and I were attending two

weekly Bio El Paso-Juarez

meetings coordinated by the

Medical Center of the Americas

focused on addressing Personal

Protective Equipment (PPE)

needs and testing needs in

general. A lot came of that work,

and I was recently appointed by

the Commissioners Court to

serve on the COVID-19

City/County Taskforce.

I have advocated for using

CARES funding to help grant

matches with the smaller school

districts in the County. They, 

more than ever, need assistance

in implementing technology in

their classrooms. My staff and I,

as well as County staff, have

worked diligently in conjunction

with our state partners to

ensure that that match is

available to them. In line with

helping our community, I have

advocated and helped push

small business loans using both

economic development funds

and CARES funds to help our

local businesses survive.

More recently, we established a

partnership with the Hunt

Foundation and the Family

Independence Initiative to

contribute $575,000 in

direct funds to help struggling

families get cash in their

pockets. 

That, along with loosening our

General Assistance

requirements, make me

optimistic that we will be able

to help El Pasoans most in need. 

Adapting and living in this new

world has not been easy. I

genuinely hope that you and

your loved ones are safe and

well. We are at your service and

while we may not be in the

office, we are answering phones

Monday to Friday 8 a.m. to 5

p.m. at (915) 546-2111. Feel free
to also send us an email to

commissioner2@epcounty.
com.
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NACo Leadership
Academy 

I’m pleased to say that I have

recently started in the

National Association of

County’s Leadership Academy,

along with County Veteran

Service Coordinator Carl

Dwyer. I am excited to take on

this new learning experience

and bring some knowledge

and skills to the County. NACo

is an incredible organization

with which I have been heavily

involved. As you may recall,

the NACo Immigration Reform

Task Force came to El Paso

last year.  My staff and I helped

show them around El Paso

and Juarez. Showing them

firsthand what folks here

experience and how national

policies impact everyday

people was an important way

to  contextualize life in the

Borderland for a national

audience of elected officials

and staff.

Medical Examiner
Recognition  

One of the offices that has

often been consistent in their

work throughout the

pandemic and dating back to

the August 3rd shooting is the

Medical Examiner’s Office.

They have been valiant heroes

working day in and day out in

our worst moments, providing

an invaluable service for data

and justice. On August 17,

2020, I was proud to join

County Judge Ricardo

Samaniego and Chief

Administrator Betsy Keller in

unveiling a plaque honoring

the ME’s office for their service

to our community after the

August 3rd massacre.

Remembering the role they

played then, and will play in

ensuring justice is served has

not escaped us, and we are

immensely grateful to them

for their work.

Health Update 

A short update on my health:

In July, I donated a kidney to

my father. Thankfully the

operation went smoothly, and

I am feeling a lot better and

recovering well, though my

father is not out of the woods

yet. His recovery, of course, is a

lot more strenuous than mine.

He is on a lot of medication to

ensure the kidney takes to his

body, and he has regular

checkups. He is as well as can

be, and we are grateful for all

of the thoughts and prayers

that have been shared with

both of us.

Special Thanks

My Veterans Board Advisory

appointee, Mr. Burrel

McCollum has relocated with

his family. I wanted to take a

moment to highlight him and

the work that he has done for

my office and our community

– from championing the

Veterans Needs Assessment

Survey to being engaged in

our office’s efforts to curb

military suicide. Mr. McCollum

was a responsive board

member always keeping me

informed of the board’s efforts,

which I helped create when I

was first elected. I am grateful

for the insight he brought to

the board, and for his service

as Chair. I know that Precinct 2

will miss Mr. McCollum, but

we do sincerely thank him and

wish him the very best during

this new chapter.
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Precinct 2 Resolutions 



$2 million  for those left out of federal stimulus -
rejected (ultimately $500k was allocated for
restricted debit cards and $500k for the food bank)
$2 million for social welfare programs - rejected
$1.95 million for economic development funding 

Money for pivot to medical device manufacturing
Small business loans and technology gap
w/Workforce Solutions 
Personal Protective Equipment for small
businesses 
Project with Hispanic Chamber of Commerce 

$1 million for school technology infrastructure 
$750k for Elections 
$165k for Senior Citizen Meals 
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Precinct 2 by the Numbers
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Office Meetings: Total 282 

COVID-19 Response Ideas ProposedOffice Statistics 

30 Virtual Commissioners
Court meetings since March
16th, 2020
1 in person meeting to
adopt tax rate 
4 days of budget hearings 
19 resolutions sponsored 
7 op-eds published 

*As of March 1st, 2020



COVID-19 Assistance/News from
El Paso Electric and Project

BRAVO 
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COVID-19 Assistance/News from
El Paso Water 
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https://www.elpasotimes.com/story/news/2020/03/13/coronavirus-census-can-respond-phone-mail-

online-amid-covid-19/5004267002/

https://noticiasya.com/el-paso/2020/03/23/corte-del-condado-de-el-paso-cierra-indefinidamente/

https://www.wjtv.com/border-report-tour/border-county-hiring-outreach-coordinator-for-migrant-

community/

https://noticiasya.com/el-paso/2020/04/01/comienzan-a-recibir-aplicaciones-para-ayuda-a-

negocios-en-el-paso/

https://www.keranews.org/post/el-paso-leaders-call-release-nonviolent-detainees

https://www.texasmonthly.com/politics/ted-cruz-says-press-giddy-with-glee-over-coronavirus-

pandemic-bull-session/

https://www.ktsm.com/local/covid-19-pandemic-causing-problems-for-el-paso-county-

commissioner-who-is-wanting-to-donate-kidney-to-father/

https://fox40.com/news/el-paso-official-urges-ice-to-release-detainees-to-shelters-to-prevent-more-

covid-19-cases/

https://kvia.com/news/el-paso/2020/05/26/el-paso-county-struggles-with-naming-virus-task-force-

rep-seeks-regional-approach/
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Commissioner Stout in the News 

Follow Us Online! 

Facebook.com/commissioner
DavidStout

Twitter.com/CommStout

epcounty.com 

Questions? 

915-546-2111

commissioner2@epcounty.com
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